How To Get Started Using the Meditherm 3 Patient Cooling and Warming Machine
1.

2.

Apply Torso Vest to patient. There are 2 sizes, Medium (DHV530) fits up to 46” chest and Large
(DHV535) fits up to 56” chest. The blue label should be on the outside! Connect the tube to the grey
insulated hose from the machine. Make sure all clamps are in the open position, both on the grey hose
and on the Torso Vest.
Apply both leg wraps. (DHL540)They can be fitted OVER compression stockings. The leg wraps connect
together and also each connect to the second grey insulated hose. Again, open all the clamps both on the
leg wraps and the second grey hose they connect to. The filler cap is on the top rear, use distilled water.

3.
4.

Press the on switch, located at the front lower left of the Meditherm 3 machine.
Make sure the temperature cable is connected to the machine, lower right side and that a disposable
temperature sensor is fitted to this cable and located in the patient, either in the oesophagus or rectally.
Urinary catheter positioning is less desirable as it is less accurate.
5. Select the centre square orange button, tab to select the speed, choose the hare which is fast for
cooling.
6. Then select the far lower right hand side square orange button, to cool below 36 deg C, keep the button
depressed to confirm and set the new patient cooling set temperature, as a guide between 32 and 34
deg C is usually recommended, with 33 deg C being the most commonly chosen target temperature.
7. The Meditherm machine will now cool your patient, quickly if you chose the hare! When the patient
temp. is approaching the target temp. the machine will slow down automatically to prevent significant
undershooting. The machine will keep the patient at that target temp. until you decide to rewarm. In
practice longer periods of cooling are now being used. 24 hours is often a minimum in post cardiac
arrest patients and longer periods of up to 72 hours or more are being used in head injured patients.
8. After the period of cooling, to rewarm, reset the target temp. to the new desired temp, eg 37 deg C, on
the left hand side orange button and select the SLOW speed, the tortoise which will rewarm the
patient at just 0.17 deg C per hour, ie from 33 to 37 deg C over 24 hours. Slower rewarming is now
recommended to prevent rebound hyperthermia and thus will maintain the anti inflammatory effects of
cooling.
The single patient Torso Vests and Leg
Wraps can be used for up to 12 days.
Please call our dedicated numbers if
you need further advice:
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Paul Williams 0410 537 746
Justin Brown 0488 777 448
New Medical 07 3166 9769
E : sales@newmedical.com.au
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newmedical.com.au

